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Mirror in Mirror: Chinese Women Literary Critical 
Criticism since 1980s 
Abstract 
Women Literary Criticism has been gradually separated from the integrating 
contemporary literature since 1980s. Its style of criticism has transformed from 
sense to reason, undergoing the stage of disputation and establishment of the 
definition , criticism for the image of women, seeking for the tradition of Women 
Literature, application for theory and introspection, status criticism. The way of 
criticism is changing from traditional society to history criticism of the early 
1980s to the way of putting using for reference together with application for 
Western Women Literature Criticism, then developing into the step of 
many—faceted going in the late of 1990s. Vertically looking from the history 
clue, Women Literature has remarkable achievement in terms of analysis of 
creation practice, theory introspection and initial creation of the subject , and has 
produced a batch of critical monographs and a host of thesis, and also has its own 
voice. From the crosswise view, the internal Women Literature is deeply 
influenced by Western Contemporary Literature, especially women doctrine 
criticism. This influence embodies the achievements and changes mentioned 
above. 
To some extent, the influence of Western Criticism accomplished the 
internal Women Literary Criticism, yet it’s also because of this violent influence, 
the Women Literary Criticism just found itself in a tight corner since the late of 
1990s. The resources of Women Literary criticism are almost from the theory of 













texts. Therefore, it results in a lot of duplicated papers in terms of Women 
Literary Criticism, especially the period of Feminism Criticism. As a matter of 
fact, the understanding and application of the Women Literary Criticism exist 
many problems, such as Copying mechanically in disregard of specific 
conditions; Making a farfetched comparison; Losing contact with theoretical 
reality etc. In view of these problems, critics began to have an introspection and 
are spearheaded at Women Literary Criticism and it is thought that western 
theory is improper to our Chinese national conditions. The author detailed 
analyze the influence of the Women Literary Criticism by means of sorting out 
the situation of Women Literary Criticism and found that the problem is not 
merely whether western theory apply for our China , above all, the main body of 
criticism itself should have something adjusted. It’s absolutely necessary to 
establish our own theory, but it will not accomplish in one move. At present, the 
criticism for western women literature still has something to use for reference. 
Women Literary Criticism should have a down-to-earth style of realizing its 
circumstances and historical state, then progressively break through the 
embarrassment. Under the globalization background, establish ourselves, will not 
only influence the literary criticism but also have a wide spread and profound 
influence on our whole society cultural system. 
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第一章  再度启程：回顾与拓进 
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